Edinburgh Science Report 2021
We are delighted to share with you the achievements of Edinburgh Science in 2021,
made possible by our supporters.

Climate projects

community & skills
We trained 68 Science Communicators
across our projects this year and
provide additional training for teachers
as part of Generation Science and
Careers Hive.

Climate Opportunity Ideas Factory
Edinburgh Science has been running a
series of round table meetings for
senior Scottish industry leaders to
discuss ideas for action that will enable
Scottish enterprises to respond to the
climate emergency. The purpose of
meetings is to generate new ideas that
are then acted upon by those present
taking steps towards reduced carbon
emissions and greater environmental
sustainability.

As part of our community outreach, we
take science shows out to parks,
community days and shopping centres.
All of the kit is transported on one of
our ‘busking bikes’.

www.sciencefestival.co.uk/sustainability

The NetZeroToolkit
Stakeholders recognised a need for a
resource which would provide SMEs
with curated, practical resources to
help get them on the road to Net Zero.
The eight-step toolkit, complete with
guidance notes containing a directory
of tools, has been built by Edinburgh
Science with support and funding from
Bailie Gifford, CityFibre, Dickson
Minto, Galbraith, M&G, NatureScot,
Parabola and Target Fund Managers.

“It's great to see the launch of this toolkit... We
need businesses of all sizes learning how they
can decarbonise."
Nigel Topping, UK Government as the High Level
Climate Action Champion for UN climate talks,
COP26

The NetZeroToolkit was launched on 17th
June 2021. Nine organisations have
already completed a version of the toolkit
to establish their carbon management
plan: a further 79 organisations are
currently registered users of the
NetZeroToolkit.

The NetZeroToolkit provides users with
The toolkit is currently being developed to
access to a free, comprehensive and
scientifically sound means of building a improve user experience and establish our
carbon strategy, helping their business interaction with users.
toward net zero carbon emissions by
2040. Organisations of any size and
industry can sign up and complete the
eight steps.

This June, we took our ‘busking bikes’
to Leith Primary School, which is in one
of the most deprived areas of
Edinburgh. Our team of two Science
Communicators put on an exciting
performance about carbon, space,
rockets and climate.
134 children – from 3 primary 3 classes
and 2 primary 7 classes – and six
teachers watched the show outdoors in
their playground. We also took the
performance to the new St James
Quarter as part of their launch events.

“Great, really fun. Engaging for the
children, makes science more relevant for
pupils.”
P3 Teacher, Leith Primary School

https://thenetzerotoolkit.org/

EDINBURGH SCIENCE FESTIVAL
“I’m so pleased the Science Festival is back
this year. It’s so important and we come
every year. I’m just so impressed you have
been able to deliver such an exciting
exhibition in what must have been a really
difficult set of circumstances to plan. It’s
lovely to be able to interact with things, for
the kids to do things, touch things. The
staff are great.”

Simon Gage, CEO, with Tommy Sheppard, MP for
Edinburgh East

human nature

"It has certainly been a challenging year
but it has been an absolute delight to
see all of our and our partner's hard
work pay off in such spectacular fashion
these past few weeks. Seeing people
out, about and enjoying the vast range
of exhibitions, installations and walks &
tours or joining us online has made it all
worthwhile."

Human Nature, featuring 30 images
from across the globe, highlighted the
importance of the natural world, how it
matters to our wellbeing, and the
fragility and biodiversity of our one
precious planet. Through these poignant
images, we explored human connections
with nature around the world and how
our responsibility for the custodianship
and sustainability of our wild spaces
connects us.

Amanda Tyndall,
Festival & Creative Director

pale blue dot

After a challenging 2020 we were
delighted to launch the 2021 Edinburgh
Science Festival with a new hybrid
approach – bringing live exhibitions and
events back to Edinburgh supported by
a diverse and comprehensive online
programme of workshops, live shows,
panel discussions and downloadable
activities for all ages.

Celebrating Scotland’s Year of Coasts and
Waters 2020/21, this large-scale exhibition
at the National Museum of Scotland delves
deep into the science, beauty and mystery
of our oceans. We received 15,680 visitors
to Pale Blue Dot during the Festival.

The 2021 Edinburgh Science Festival
centred around the theme of “One
World: Science Connects Us”, exploring
the ways that science and technology
weave us together.
1044 hours of online content

This year also saw the shift of the
Festival from our normal Easter slot to
the 26 June–11 July, coinciding with the
start of the Scottish school summer
holidays. We were delighted to be the
first in-person public Festival to return
to Edinburgh for 2021 and the
important part we are playing in helping
the world-famous Festival City look
towards a return to normality postCovid.

“A couple of visitors told me that the online
Festival events this year were brilliant for
parents working from home, because they could
get their kids involved in learning and fun
science without having to supervise them or
leave the house. One mother told me it was a
godsend during their family’s covid isolation
period. She said she hoped the online events
would continue in future years even after covid
measures are relaxed as it was so useful.”
Science Communicator

women in stem art trail

Our Women in STEM Art Trail celebrates
ten remarkable women and their
achievements by showcasing them in a
series of street art pieces dotted across
Edinburgh. These large eye-catching
murals, created by local Scottish street
artists Shona Hardie and Kerry Wilson,
were displayed prominently at public
buildings in the city, such as the National
Museum of Scotland and Dynamic Earth.

edinburgh science learning

Pupils became
mini-robot
engineers, trying
out different
challenges to
command their
own machines.

The love, study and practice of
science is for all. At Edinburgh
Science, we recognise the
inequalities in educational
resources across Scotland and the
UK. So, each year, we provide
innovative, bespoke resources and
events through our education
outreach programmes.
Our programmes include
Generation Science, which provides
interactive science workshops for
primary school children, and
Careers Hive, an immersive careers
event for 11–14 year olds. They are
designed to spark and stoke a
genuine excitement about science,
technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM).

robo
constructors

Speedy Sails
In 2021, with the support of our partners:

We consulted with teachers and
reimagined Generation Science into new
recorded workshops and make-alongboxes, packed full of bespoke kit. This
ensured we could still deliver inspiring,
interactive and fun educational science
workshops for children in all 32 local
authorities across Scotland.
We delivered our pilot Cubelets Loan Kits
to selected schools in February, providing
our new engaging activities for 170 keyworker children whilst they were in the
classroom during school closures.
We developed new Teachers’ Skills
Sessions to support 250 teachers
delivering the workshops in the
classroom. We equipped them with the
skills and confidence to incorporate
interactivity and fun into science teaching
for future cohorts of pupils.

Pupils explore
forces to
design and
test land
yachts.

Power Pack
Pupils
discover the
secrets of
electricity
first-hand.

Make a Move

In a year like no other, every primary
school child had a disruption to their
education and the interactive,
engaging learning methods which
are so vital for children’s
development. With our focus on
schools in remote or disadvantaged
areas, many of the children who take
part in Generation Science face
financial uncertainty and social
exclusion, and are therefore likely to
have felt the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic even more deeply.
“This would be greatly appreciated if this
happened again. It was brilliant to engage
so many SIMD 1 & 2 children in this
experience.” - Teacher

"We just wanted to say how much our P6s
enjoyed the Power Pack activities. We as
teachers loved it too! The videos were so
clear and really explained the concepts and
the resource box was fantastic. It was really
easy to use and engaging for the pupils.” Teacher
Our 2021 workshops are listed to the
right, along with the number of pupils we
reached with each one. The total number
of pupils who received a Generation
Science workshop is an incredible 12,294.

Pupils dissect
the anatomy of
human
movement
using this
engaging Makealong box.

Ella’s Wobble
A storytelling
workshop where
pupils build
instruments to
discover the
science of sound.

careers hive online 2021
Careers Hive is our immersive event
designed to give students in S1–S3
a new way to think about their
futures. It highlights the
opportunities available to those
who study STEM subjects, as well as
the cross-disciplinary skills and
subjects that can support and
enhance STEM careers.
Careers Hive took place online from
26th - 30th April 2021, with a public
open day on 1st May. The three
core strands of the project - Skills
Gateway workshops, early-career
discussions and interactive activities
to spark conversations with STEM
professionals all took place in new
formats, engaging pupils in new
ways. We welcomed 2,305 pupils
during the live week, while 3,251
received the Skills Gateway
workshops.

Skills Gateway
Workshop
Pupils worked together to explore the
different skills required by STEM
industries. The activities were designed
to help pupils reflect and gain insight
into their own aptitudes and interests.

"I just wanted to say thank you so much for
today's event. Our pupils really enjoyed it
and have learned so much about STEM
and STEM jobs." - Teacher
Taking Careers Hive online in 2021 gave
us the opportunity to reach more pupils
than ever before in areas that are too far
from Edinburgh for their pupils to have
attended in the past.
As an added benefit, we distributed the
Careers Hive content 'on demand' to
more schools in Careers Hive ‘Level 2’.
Through Careers Hive ‘Level 2’, we
provided another estimated 559 teachers
and schools with recordings of talks,
workshops and digital resources,
reaching an estimated 15,093 pupils. This
greatly expanded our reach, with
fantastic uptake in new areas such as
Cardiff (10% of site visits) and London
(18% of site visits).

We provided teachers with a careerlong professional learning (CLPL)
session to prepare them to deliver this
Careers Hive workshop in their
classroom. We supplied resources to
support the delivery of this workshop,
including recorded video support from
our presenters.

Early Careers
Discussions
Pupils tuned in to interact with a range
of inspirational STEM professionals
through our talks programme. With
speakers joining us online from across
the UK and further afield, pupils gained
an insight into lots of different routes
into STEM roles. Pupils could vote
digitally and ask questions of the panel
speakers.
Teachers were given guidance to keep
the conversations going in class in
order to extend the impact of the
discussions beyond the sessions.

World Challenges
Immersive Environment
For 2021, we created a new online
environment. Using the Gather.Town
platform, pupils explored a range of
virtual activities where they could
interact with exhibits, information and
volunteers of their own volition.
Using proximity video chat, pupils
created their own avatar and moved
around the space with friends, asking
questions to STEM professionals and
learning about STEM career paths with interactive content on hand to
spark intrigue along the way.
“I liked how different people shared their
experiences, it was quite inspiring.” Pupil

